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Obama vs. Romney: Outcome of election and international relations
BY RACHEL CROSS
GVL ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
Monday’s public debate 
between President Barack Obama and 
former Gov. Mitt Romney (R-Mass.) revolved 
around the issue of U.S. foreign policy and international 
relations. Both Obama and Romney presented similar views 
on international relations, yet differed in their style and interpreta­
tion of how certain foreign issues should be handled.
John Constantelos, faculty advisor in the international relatic 
ment at Grand Valley State University, said it is difficult to predil 
foreign policy would change if Romney was elected into office.
“Gov. Romney has harshly criticized President Obama’s foreign policies 
throughout the campaign, but in the third debate, he generally.agreed with the ad­
ministration’s actions,” Constantelos said. He added that a few crucial differences stand 
out between the two candidates. For one, Romney has consistently called for closer 
security ties with Israel. Another dividing issue is that Romney plans to return to a
cjns depart- 
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THE PATH TO TAXABILITY
BY AUSTIN METZ
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
W
hat began in 2005 with 
the signing of the Com­
munity Sustainability 
Partnership, has lead Grand Rap­
ids to be named the most sustain­
able midsize city in the nation, 
and Grand Valley State Universi­
ty to strive to improve in the area 
of sustainability.
Rewind back to 2004, when the 
push for sustainability at GVSU 
was just beginning. The university 
had just hired Norman Christo­
pher, who had been in the business 
sector, to make the campus green.
Having been introduced to 
sustainability practices by differ^ 
ent business leaders, Christopher 
realized those practices could be 
used at the college level.
“What became apparent was 
that sustainability applied to aca­
demia,” said Christopher, execu­
tive director of the Sustainable 
Community Development Initia­
tive at GVSU. “It applied to mu­
nicipal governments, it applied to 
businesses, so it was the first set 
of processes and practices that 
I had seen that could cut across 
public, private, academic and ser­
vice sectors, so that is when the 
process began.”
It was then, in 2005, that 
GVSU joined the Community 
Sustainability Partnership, which 
partnered the university with the
city of Grand Rapids, along with 
the Grand Rapids Public Schools, 
Aquinas College and Grand Rap­
ids Community College.
With the signing of the new 
partnership, Grand Rapids began 
its push towards becoming a more 
sustainable city.
SUSTAINABILITY IN 
GRAND RAPIDS 
“What started in 2005 with these 
five organizations, you now have 
around 210 organizations en­
gaged through the community 
sustainability partnership in this 
field of sustainability leveraging 
and sharing resources and under­
standing sustainability and how it 
applies to the community,” said 
Haris Alibasic, legislative and 
sustainability director for the city 
of Grand Rapids.
Although Grand Rapids has 
achieved a great deal over the 
past seven years, the ultimate 
goal is to obtain 100 percent of 
the city’s energy from renewable 
resources by 2020.
“We are currently at 22 percent 
of our renewable energy goal, and 
our drive toward sustainable en­
ergy and really meeting renew­
able energy and our energy ef­
ficiency goals is multi-faceted,” 
Alibasic said. “Obviously, in or­
der to become more renewable 
oriented and to offset our energy 
use to renewables, you or any or­
ganization have to start looking at
reducing energy consumption.”
The city has done this and has 
already reduced its energy con­
sumption from 110,000 megawatt 
hours to less than 100,000 mega­
watt hours, which Alibasic said is 
significant when considering that 
the city owns and operates over 
300 buildings.
“That is one facet,” Alibasic 
said. “The other is we are doing 
on-site energy production. We 
just installed earlier this year a 
large scale solar panel project on 
our existing LEED certified water 
department building, so we are 
actually producing on-site solar 
energy and then to use a net me­
tering policy which is basically 
allowing a sale of the energy back 
to the grid. We are really off-set­
ting our energy cost as well.”
While Alibasic knows the city is 
still a ways off from its goals, city 
officials are considering more en­
ergy saving methods for the future.
“We are looking at large scale 
wind projects and other partnership 
opportunities,” Alibasic said. “We 
are looking at additional energy ef­
ficiency reductions, and we are striv­
ing to be at a much lower energy 
consumption than we currently are, 
even with the over 10 percent reduc­
tion we were able to accomplish over 
the last four or five years.”
For Alibasic and the city of 
Grand Rapids jthe motivation is 
simple.
“We are intended in cost avoid­
ance and cost reduction for city oper­
ations because that ultimately leads 
to provision of good quality services 
to our citizens,” Alibasic said.
As Grand Rapids continues to 
improve, GVSU is also pushing to­
ward becoming more sustainable.
GRAND VALLEY 
GOES GREEN
“The first few years was, where 
are we on sustainability?” Chris­
topher said. “Then in the 2008 
timeframe, it was how much 
progress have we made in sus­
tainability, and now the question 
is, what is the impact that sustain­
ability is having on campus?”
Christopher said GVSU has 
made progress from the time he be­
gan with the school. At that time, the 
university was recycling at a rat£ of 
around 15 percent. Today, that num­
ber is closer to 45 or 50 percent.
Another concept GVSU has 
embraced is the idea of diverting 
goods from the landfill by waste 
minimization.
“Instead of recycling all your 
waste, then looking for ways to 
divert it from a landfill, we started 
looking at things like food com­
posting...,” Christopher said. “We 
are diverting waste from the land­
fill, we are doing a pretty good 
job of recycling what we can. 
Then you get into a very unique 
area. We started composting food 
waste in the last couple years 
which, of course, is the last re­
maining large area that goes into 
the waste is our food every day.”
From there, the university has 
begun to look at other areas where 
waste can be reduced.
In the Collective Economic 
Impact of Sustainability Efforts 
2012 report released by GVSU, 
it showed multiple routes the uni­
versity is taking to continue in 
sustainability.
The report stated that in 2011, 
GVSU generated 2,357 tons of 
waste. Of that waste, 1,005 tons 
were recycled. To break that 
down, GVSU recycled 705 tons 
of paper, cardboard, glass, 15 tons 
of scrap metal, 248 tons of food 
waste and 2.4 tons of light bulbs.
Two other areas of sustainabil­
ity GVSU has focused on is water 
efficiency and the use of alterna­
tive transportation and fuels.
The report showed that in 2011 
alone,GVSU saved 1,482,749 gal­
lons of water by “going trayless” 
in campus dining, which saved 
$9,490. Other ways the university 
is reusing water is through irriga­
tion and retention ponds. The 
irrigation systems and the reten­
tion ponds around the university 
have generated 15 million gallons 
of water, which have been used to 
water The Meadows golf course 
and other sports complexes on 
campus. Overall, between 2007-
2011, the university reduced wa- •
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ter by 25 million gallons, 
which saved the college 
close to $162,500.
According to the Sustain­
ability Impact Report, cam­
pus dining recycled close to 
3,000 gallons of cooling oils 
in 2011, which have been 
turned into biodiesel fuel 
to power mowers, tractors 
and other equipment at The 
Meadows golf course.
Also, the partnership 
with The Rapid has saved 
students from driving about 
36,737,480 miles, which 
has saved 1,836,874 gallons 
of gasoline. The graph on 
page one shows the amount 
of riders through the years 
on The Rapid.
SUSTAINABILITY AT 
THE PEW CAMPUS 
Terry Pahl is a facilities 
manager at GVSU who has 
worked to improve sustain­
ability on the Pew Campus. 
Pahl explained that some­
thing as simple as replacing 
the lights in the Pew Cam­
pus parking ramp can save 
the university money.
“After reviewing LtD, 
induction and fluorescent 
lighting we chose the best 
type for each application 
in the ramp,” Pahl said by 
email. “In the main decks, 
we used fluorescent lights
with 2 lamps. One lamp is 
on all the time and the sec­
ond is activated by a mo­
tion sensor whenever a car 
or pedestrian walks into the 
motion sensor area.
“For the stairways we 
used compact fluorescent 
and wired them into photo­
sensor to capture daylight 
harvesting since there are 
windows in the stairways. 
At the" entrance we replaced 
the lights with compact fluo­
rescent. Phase 2 was mainly 
replacing the lights on the 
top deck with LED lights.”
Although the project cost 
the university $216,700,
$77398 annually.
As Grand Rapids and 
GVSU continue the push 
for sustainability, Alibasic 
felt that students still can 
help.
“That really goes to 
the core of how we 
move sustainability 
forward in the fu­
ture,” Alibasic 
said. “When 
students, our 
future gen­
erations, 
our future 
leaders 
in our
paAets 6 
Protect Move Out 
donations, 5
the anticipated annual 
savings will be around 
$94,979 per year.
Other projects Pahl 
has worked on around cam­
pus include changing the 
heating, ventilating and 
air conditioning controls, 
which should save the uni­
versity $101,726 annually, 
and scheduling air handling 
equipment differently to 
start and*stop in different 
time frames and at variable 
speeds, rather than at a con­
stant speed which is pre­
dicted to save the university
batteries.
Scrap metal 15
communi­
ties and our 
organizations 
can really push 
sustainability 
forward. Students 
can be engaged in 
it, whether that’s with 
recycling energy, whether 
that’s transportation. Students 
can really benefit from know­
ing about sustainability.” 
associate @ lanthorn .com
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ELECTION
CONTINUED FROM A1
unilateral approach, which 
is working with only one 
country on a particular issue. 
Constantelos said unilateral­
ism can also be referred to as 
“isolationism.” Obama, on the 
other hand, will continue to 
pursue U.S. objectives through 
a multilateral approach, or 
working with multiple coun­
tries on a specific issue.
Polly Diven, director of 
the international relations 
program, said Romney dif­
fers from Obama in two 
concrete ways, as well.
“Mitt Romney consis­
tently has taken a more ag­
gressive stance on Iran,” 
Diven said. “Romney also 
said he would increase de­
fense spending by 4 per­
cent, whereas Obama said 
he wouldn’t cut defense 
spending, but that instead 
he would slow the growth in 
defense spending.”
In addition, Diven said 
Obama has a track record in 
U.S. foreign affairs and has 
ended the official U.S. mili­
CORRECTIONS AND CLARIFICATIONS
At the Lanthorn we strive to bring you the most 
accurate news possible. If we make a mistake, we 
want to make it right. If you find any errors in fact in 
the Lanthorn, let us know by calling 616-331-2464 or 
by emailing editorial@lanthorn.com.
tary intervention in Iraq.
“Under his watch, we 
killed Osama Bin Laden and 
we put together an interna­
tional coalition that success­
fully overthrew the dictator 
of Libya, Muammar Qadiffi,” 
Diven said. “Both candidates 
have said they will remove 
U.S. troops from Afghani­
stan by the end of 2014.”
Heather Tafel, faculty 
advisor of international rela­
tions , said when she watched 
the debate, she saw that both 
Obama and Romney agreed 
on a lot in regard to interna­
tional relations. Agreements 
included constraints to fi­
nances and U.S. action.
“I didn’t see a lot of dif­
ferences on a lot of issues,” 
Tafel said. “The disagree­
ments I did see were more 
on margin disagreements on 
how to do things differently. 
One big difference was their 
interpretation of events,
like when the ambassador 
in Libya was killed, and 
whether it was a policy or 
security failure and how to 
resolve it.”
She added that Romney 
has a greater emphasis on 
increasing military fund­
ing and continually uses 
the phrase “peace through 
strength,” which comes 
from the Reagan years in the 
1980s, meaning that peace 
will be achieved through a 
larger and stronger military.
“Romney appears as a 
tough guy image to project, 
and he says that Obama is 
going around apologizing to 
other countries,” Tafel said. “I 
see it as a difference in style, 
I’m not sure it’s a major dif- 
feYence in substance. I thought 
there was more agreement on 
foreign policy than domestic 
issues; they weren’t interrupt­
ing each other as much in the 
latest debate.”
She added that if Obama 
is reelected, there may be 
certain events that will force 
Obama’s hand to rethink cur­
rent strategy. For example, 
the dispute about China and 
Japan both claiming islands 
may be a situation brewing, 
which would then cause the 
U.S. to intervene.
Tafel also added there were 
a lot of issues that weren’t 
touched upon, such as the fi­
nancial crisis in Europe.
“The financial crisis not 
being brought up by the mod­
erator or candidates is quite 
troubling, because if Europe 
goes down it will have an 
impact on the United States 
economy,” Tafel said.
In the end, the outcome 
of the election won’t'have 
a significant impact on the 
International Relations pro­
gram at GVSU.
“There are lots of general 
theories about international
relations that go beyond 
presidents themselves,” 
Tafel said. “We try to teach 
general sorts of knowledge 
and schools of thought with 
regard to international rela­
tions or politics.”
But the election will have 
a large effect on the interna­
tional relations of the U.S. 
as a whole.
“In my mind, the most im­
portant problem the U.S. has 
in the world today is percep­
tual.” Diven said. “We must 
work together with our allies 
to promote our mutual long­
term interests. It is important 
for U.S. citizens to increase 
awareness of international is­
sues, since so many global is­
sues have implications for us 
domestically. If we are igno­
rant or think only of local/pa­
rochial interests, we will allow 
other powerful actors to make 
foreign policy issues for us.” 
assistantnews@ lanthorn .com
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Head of the class: Assistant History Professor Craig Benjamin instructs his students in a honors course offered by the university in the Federick Meijer Honors College.
Honors adds new interdisciplinary sequences for freshmen
BY SARAH HILLENBRAND
GVL STAFF WRITER
T
o accommodate the expanding 
interests of faculty members 
and students, the Grand Val­
ley State University Frederik Meijer 
Honors College is developing new 
foundational interdisciplinary se­
quences for its freshmen residents.
In the past few years alone. Hon­
ors grew from offering just civiliza­
tion and history of science sequences 
to include many new courses, such as 
Big History, Food for Thought, The­
ory and Practice of Rights, Alliance 
and Conflict, Social Product Innova­
tion and How to Love the World.
“It’s really the excitement of a 
faculty member that gets it started, 
or a core of faculty members that 
get excited,” said Jeff Chamberlain, 
director of the Honors College. “In 
most cases, it starts off with one or 
two faculty members at the core, 
and then they just start to build en­
thusiasm for those sequences.” 
Robyn Toth, the Honors office
assistant, said three more sequenc­
es will be added to the course op­
tions next fall. Although the official 
names are not yet decided, the top­
ics of the sequences are urbanism, 
national securities and Latin Ameri­
can civilization—a sequence that 
was available years ago and is now 
being brought back.
New sequences are first listed as 
HNR 280, which is in an Honors 
topics category. This means that the 
course is running before it has been 
sent through the curriculum process, 
Chamberlain said, adding that getting 
a class into the catalog is a long pro­
cess that goes through the university.
The course first has to go through 
the Brooks College of Interdisciplin­
ary Studies college curriculum com­
mittee. Then the dean needs to ap­
prove it, and finally it gets sent to the 
university curriculum committee.
“At any stage, they can come back 
and say they want more information 
or amendments on things,” Cliam- 
berlain said. “So it sometimes takes a 
year or two years to approve a course
that way, a sequence especially.”
But the work pays off in the end.
Toth said it is important for a uni­
versity to offer an Honors program.
“It gives students an opportu­
nity to dig deeper,” Toth said. “It 
expands their knowledge on all the 
different areas of a general educa­
tion program.”
And that’s the purpose of the inter­
disciplinary model. Students are usu­
ally team-taught by multiple Honors 
faculty members, who bring skills 
from their various disciplines and 
combine them to give students a com­
prehensive look at a particular subject. 
For example, a civilization sequence 
might cover a certain geographic loca­
tion’s art, history and culture. Through 
the yearlong, six-credit-per-semester 
sequences, all freshmen Honors stu­
dents learn the general education skills 
in an integrated fashion.
Janaan Decker, the Honors student 
services coordinator, said Honors 
gives students and faculty members 
the opportunity to come together as 
a community and create and develop
things that they normally couldn’t.
“It gives students the opportunity 
to try many things, as well as faculty 
and staff, too,” Decker said. “We’ve 
developed a lot of pilot programs 
that have been very successful.”
The Honors program and the se­
quences courses give students the op­
portunity to dig deeper into the topic 
and be challenged, Chamberlain said.
“I think every student at a uni­
versity ought to be taken at the level 
they come in and be encouraged and 
challenged to do as much as they 
can possibly do, not unreasonably 
or beyond what you can endure but 
to be able to develop your skills they 
way they are,” Decker said.
Chamberlain said the Honors 
program is growing about 15 per­
cent a year while the university is 
growing about 1 percent a year.
“We just love the students that 
are here,” Chamberlain said. “It’s 
an absolute joy working with them 
and they sell the program as much 
as anything else.”
shillenbrand@lanthorn.com
Honors College outgrows housing facility
BY KARA HAIGHT
GVL STAFF WRITER
Because of the substantial growth 
of Grand Valley State University’s 
Frederik Meijer Honors College this 
fall, a second living center has been 
shaped and organized to fit the needs 
of Honors students. In the past, Ni- 
emeyer Living Center was the only 
‘Hbnof'S1 lV6flsfng«optfdri; ‘HtiCHIlls '
Living Center has been converted to.wi. tjTcic ill: _ no I ana mi iaccommodate overflow.
Jeff Chamberlain, director of the 
Honors College, said Hills was a 
good option.
Although students showed some 
dissonance with the idea at first, 
Chamberlain said those he has spo­
ken with love it in Hills.
“(Students in Hills) love the close 
community,” he said. “Niemeyer is 
large, and Hills is much smaller. You 
can get to know 110 other people, 
you can’t connect with 450.”
Janaan Decker, the Honors student 
services coordinator, said everything 
available to students in Niemeyer is 
available for Hills residents, as well.
With the Honors students enjoying 
the community atmosphere in fresh­
man living, no plans are in the works to 
construct additional Honors housing, 
said Andy Beachnau, director of Hous­
ing and Health Services at GVSU.
“Hills will remain an option for 
freshmen Honors students for 2013- 
14,” Beachnau said, adding that the 
living center was chosen as hous­
ing for <5V£rflb’$ ffottdrs students' 
because of the location within the 
freshman living centers and because 
of the apartment-style units.
“We haven’t decided where this 
is going to go,” Chamberlain said, 
adding that there are still non-Hon- 
ors residents living in Hills, so there 
is still room for expansion. “It’s a 
growing feeling that Hills is a great 
way for Honors freshman to get 
started at GVSU."
The expansion comes after a 
steady growth in freshman Honors 
students over the past three years. 
The Honors College had 310 fresh­
men in fall 2010, 350 in fall 2011, 
and 405 in 2012.
Chamberlain said the growth is
not due to the actions of the college.
“We have about 100 more stu­
dents this year than last year, but we 
don’t go out and recruit people, be­
cause the college is a relatively lim­
ited group,” Chamberlain said. “We 
don’t make as many invitations.”
Although the growth will allow the 
college to be more selective, Cham­
berlain said it will not become more 
'6xcli&iVg'6r raise requirements.
For atjlmittance into the Honors 
College, applicants must be accepted 
as GVSU students with a minimum 
3.5 GPA and ACT score of 28, stan­
dards that will not change anytime 
soon,Chamberlain said a requirement 
change would not significantly alter 
who becomes an Honors student.
“(GPA and ACT score) are not 
the only things we look at (when ad­
mitting students into the program), 
there are other factors that come into 
play,” he said, adding that a previ­
ously written essay, self-assessment 
and prompted essay are all other 
factors that determine admission. 
“The statistics stuff isn’t helpful 
to change because we try and look
at all the bits and pieces...We look 
for students with motivation and a 
high level of capability.” Chamber- 
lain said these traits “aren’t always 
shown on a test.”
Although the bar will not be 
raised to make the college more ex­
clusive, Chamberlain said the gap 
between Honors students and non- 
Honors students is still distinguish­
able, as demonstrated by an annual 
award distribution.
' “Every year the" ftu R!appa Phi 
honors society gives out the freshman 
awards to freshman who receive a 
4.0 their first semester,” Chamberlain 
said. “(On the list of students eligible), 
one-fifth are Honors students, over 20 
percent.”
• The director said the yearly rec­
ognition might give some insight into 
how the two groups compare.
“Honors is being over represented, 
(which means) Honors students are 
doing better overall,” he said. “You 
don’t have to be an Honors student to 
be doing well, but they tend to.”
khaight@ lanthorn .com
Nursing, social work programs 
to fight obesity in Grand Rapids
AMY HAMMOND | GVL
Working it out: GVSU student Jenna Harbour works out in the 
fieldhouse. GVSU's nursing program is working to stop obesity 
by partnering with the Department of Community Health.
NEWS
BRIEFS
WGVSU holds U S. 
Senate forum
WGVSU HD held on- 
air interviews with U.S. 
Sen. Debbie Stabenow 
and former U.S. Rep. Pete 
Hoekstra. Both candidates 
were interviewed individu­
ally by the same panelists. 
Panelists asked questions 
ranging in different top­
ics, including the economy, 
federal spending, health 
care reform, immigration 
and foreign policy.The pan­
elists wereTim Martin from 
the Mlive Media Group and 
Carole Valade with Gemini 
Publications. In addition, 
WGVSU's Patrick Center 
acted as moderator. "Deci­
sion 2012: U.S. Senate Can­
didate Forum" was aired 
Oct. 24 at 8 p.m.
Opportunities offered 
to nonprofit clubs
Two experts in entre­
preneurship will offer help 
to nonprofit managers 
at the "Entrepreneuring 
in the Nonprofit World" 
event. The event aims to 
help nonprofits better un­
derstand how to utilize 
specific tools that can be 
used in implementing a 
new business within their 
organization, and will also 
help nonprofit manag­
ers seeking to start a new 
program, service delivery 
model or revenue stream. 
The event will be held Oct. 
31 from 11:30 a.m.-1 p.m. at 
the Johnson Center in the 
Bicycle Factory and is free 
and open to the public.
Workshop for 
language scholarship
An informational semi­
nar about a competitive 
language scholarship will 
be held Oct. 30, and hosted 
by the Frederik Meijer Of­
fice of Fellowships. The 
schol^rsfifpftetpis students 
learn a specific foreign lan­
guage ^h^YYsTn^mand for 
U-S. national security inter­
ests, while also studying 
abroad. Students that are 
intrigued and interested in 
obtaining more informa­
tion about the Boren Schol­
arships, and the application 
process, are encouraged to 
attend. The seminar will be 
in the Lake Ontario Hall, 
room 130 at 5:30 p.m. The 
deadline is Jan. 25, 2013. 
For more information, call 
the Meijer Honors College 
at (616) 331-3219.
Miles Wilson appointed 
to state board*
E. Miles Wilson, the 
director of philanthropic 
and nonprofit services at 
Grand Valley State Univer­
sity's Dorothy A. Johnson 
Center for Philanthropy, 
was recently appointed 
to serve on the State of 
Michigan's Community 
Service Commission. Wil­
son's responsibilities in­
clude doing national work 
to provide training, as well 
as support, to foundation 
professionals and their or­
ganizations. In addition he 
provides technical assis­
tance as well as manage­
ment to Michigan-based 
nonprofit organizations.
Panel to discuss 
Title IX legislation
The Campus Recreation 
organization will be spon­
soring a film and panel that 
focuses on Title IX, along 
with the advancements 
that have been made since 
the legislation was passed 
in 1972. "Title IX: License to 
Thrive" will be playing Oct. 
24 at noon in the Kirkhof 
Center, room 2250. After 
the film, panel members 
will discuss the legislation 
and its role in providing 
educational opportunities 
for women.
BY LIZZY BALBOA
GVL NEWS EDITOR
Grand Valley State Uni­
versity has been appointed 
the project director of a pro­
gram developed by the Mich­
igan Department of Commu­
nity Health to fight obesity 
levels in the state.
According to a press re­
lease, the MDCH received a 
$1.5 million grant from the 
U.S. Health Resources and 
Services Administration to 
implement programs to di­
minish obesity in Grand Rap 
ids and Detroit.
GVSU’s Kirkhof College 
of Nursing will stand on the 
frontlines of the initiative as it 
works with clients out of the 
GVSU Family Health Center 
to improve their diet and ex­
ercise habits.
Nutrition professor Jody 
Vogelzang said it is impor­
tant for the issue of obesity 
to be addressed now because 
is it becoming prevalent, but 
also a generational problem. 
The U.S., especially Michi 
gan. has seen a high increase 
in childhood and adulthood 
obesity over the years.
“We’re looking at a whole 
generation that’s moving 
straight into it without any 
safeguards in place,” Vogel- 
zang said, adding that obesity
is a large risk because its ten­
drils are found in many other 
diseases.
“Obesity is just so rela­
tional to many other chronic 
diseases,” she said. “(When 
we) take a look at food choic­
es, the piling on of pounds, 
we start to look at cardiac 
issues... joint issues...and 
some of the cancers that seem 
to be in high fat diets that lead 
to obesity.”
Jean Nagelkerk. GVSU 
vice provost for Health, 
agreed that the far-reaching 
consequences of obesity 
need to be addressed.
“If we can address obesity, 
we can minimize some of the 
risk factors,” Nagelkerk said, 
adding that eliminating the 
threat of obesity will help area 
residents live healthier, spend 
less on health care and improve 
the quality of their lives.
In addition to diet and ex­
ercise assistance,GVSU will 
also offer clients social sup­
port, which will come from 
the social work program.
Dianne Green-Smith, di­
rector of the GVSU School 
of Social Work, said she is 
not yet aware of how her stu­
dents will contribute to the 
program, but they will be able 
to offer a unique perspective 
to address the problems.
“If we ’ re going to do work
to fight obesity, we have the 
ability to help people look 
at issues that impact their 
lives,” Green-Smith said.
Social workers could ex­
amine economic, social and 
cultural factors for obesity 
to help people examine not 
only what and how they eat, 
but why they purchase the 
food that they do, she said. 
They can also help clients 
develop plans to access ap­
propriate and healthy foods.
Nagelkerk said the univer­
sity is still planning its strat­
egy, but the goal is to start 
community intervention in 
January.
Despite the many ap­
proaches to confront obesity, 
the health factor for residents 
is only one part of the project. 
Nagelkerk said the MDCH 
grant serves a second pur­
pose: to develop interprofes­
sional collaborative practice, 
or team-based care.
“Grand Valley has been 
leading the West Michigan 
Interprofessional Education 
Initiative, and that’s why 
they chose us as the program 
director,” she said. “Part of 
the grant is to develop inter­
professional communication 
in these two sites (Detroit 
and Grand Rapids).”
Nagelkerk said a lot of 
errors occur in health care
because of poor communica­
tion between professionals of 
different disciplines; having 
more than one type of profes­
sional working together will 
help eliminate errors and im­
prove patient outcomes.
But the benefits of the 
program are not only felt by 
the clients.
“The good news is, both 
at Wayne State and Grand 
Valley, our undergraduate 
nursing students and nurse
practitioner students will be 
practicing and doing clinical 
placements in the center,” 
Nagelkerk said. Social work 
students will also rotate 
through the program to gain 
practical experience.
GVSU will work with 
the Wayne State .University 
College of Nursing, Michi­
gan Area Health Education 
Council and Michigan Health 
Council on this initiative.
news ® lanthorn .com
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READ THE COLUMN: VALLEY VOTE: LAST ISSUE'S QUESTION:
"HEADPHONES?" Do you think theTigers are going to win Do you think Grand Valley hat enough resources tor
BY NATE SMITH the World Series? students with disabilities?
www.lanthorn.com/blod Vote online et lenthorn.com YES 100% NO 0%
EDITORIAL
GOING GREEN At Grand Vally State University, sustainability is everywhere - and that's a good thing for students.
S
ustainability at Grand Valley State 
University began back in 2004 
with an idea: that disposing of on- 
campus products could be done in a more 
efficient and environmentally friendly 
way.
“The first few years was, where are we 
on sustainability, then in the 2008 time­
frame it was, how much progress have we 
made in sustainability, and now the question 
is, what is the impact that sustainability is 
having on campus?’ said Norman Christo­
pher, Executive Director of the Sustainable 
Community Development Initiative.
This progressive, step-by-step thought
process by GVSU’s leadership has then 
been broken down into ten major areas v 
which has helped the university progress 
more each year.
Christopher pointed out how in the 
beginning, the university entered a major 
national contest called Recyclemania and 
placed near the bottom overall.
In 2010, GVSU had moved up to 128th 
place, in 2011 it had improved to 100th 
place. For 2012, GVSU had moved into 
77th place overall oyt of 265 colleges 
and universities.
In the article on page one, it shows a 
breakdown of how the university contin­
ues to improve each and every year. The 
numbers show the economic impact the 
university has had but that is only half 
the story of sustainability at GVSU.
The most important aspect that the 
university has placed an emphasis on, 
rests in the education of sustainability to 
its students. The Sustainability Impact 
Report 2012 stated that the university 
now offers 386 sustainability-related 
courses, which totaled 116,991 student 
credit hours, or 18.4 percent of total 
credit hours.
Showing students the numbers is 
great and running promotions like the
Zero Waste Football game and Recy­
clemania can be fun but taking the time 
to develop classes and teaching students 
the “ins and outs” of sustainability is tak­
ing it to another level.
Not only does that help promote sus­
tainability at GVSU, it prepares students 
to be more sustainable as they move 
on from the university and into the real 
world. Sustainability at GVSU is one 
thing, but sustainability in the world is a 
completely different battle that students 
will hopefully now be more prepared for.
QUESTION OFTHE ISSUE
What's the best way students can 
help contribute to sustainability 
efforts at GVSU?
"Students can try to be less 
wasteful, recycle anything that 
they can and avoid any acts 
that could be detrimental to the 
environment."
BRANDON CU
Junior, computer science 
Zeeland, Mich.
"Make sure you go to class and 
get a great GPA."
IAN HAMILTON
Sophomore, sports leadership 
Jenison, Mich. •
■ro r » 1'Vnr f\ |(f r> M
"Plan your meals! Pack lunches 
and snacks with smart foods- 
fruits, veggies, etc. grown in a 
sustainable way.This will produce 
much less waste than a fast food 
meal."
JOSHUA WHITEHEAD
Senior, computer science 
Casnovia, Mich.
"Be conscious of waste contributed by 
yourself and others. If that seems too 
daunting, do something as simple as 
carry a reusable water bottle, or recycle 
no longer used papers. A little goes a 
long way."
KELSEY EVANS
Junior, allied health science 
Muskegon, Mich.
"Always recycle when possible, 
that way you're not contributing 
more waste when not necessary."
KELLA WILLS
Junior, allied health science/psychology 
Muskegon, Mich.
Hantborn
The student-run newspapers at Grand Valley State University
EDITORIAL PAGE BOARD
ANYA ZENTMEYER 
AUSTIN METZ 
BRIANA DOOLAN 
ANGELA COROLLA
Editor in Chief 
Associate Editor 
Community Engagement 
Advertising Manager
GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the Grand 
Valley Lanthorn opinion page is to 
stimulate discussion and action on 
topics of interest to the Grand Val­
ley Community. Student opinions 
do not reflect those of the Grand 
Valley Lanthorn 
The Grand Valley 1 .anthorn 
welcomes reader viewpoints and 
offers three vehicles of expres­
sion for reader opinions: letters 
to the editor, guest columns and 
phone responses 
letters must include the author 's 
name and be accompanied by 
current picture identification if 
(tapped off in person. Letters will 
be checked by an employee of the 
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Letters appear as space permits 
each issue. The limit for letter 
length is one page, single spaced 
The editor reserves the right to edit 
and condense letters and columns 
for length restrictions and clarity. 
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will 
not be held responsible for errors 
(hat appear in print as a result of 
transcribing handwritten letters or 
e-mail typographic errors 
The name of the author may be 
withheld for compelling reasons 
The content, information and views 
expressed are not approved by nor 
necessarily represent those of the 
university, its Board of Trustees, 
officers, faculty and staff
GVL EDITORIAL CARTOON I BY ANDREW SMITH
LET'S TAKE OUT FALL SPEAK, THEY SAID
YOU WILL HAPPLY NOTICE, THEY SAID
IT WILL KEEP YOUP STUDENTS 
MOPE FOCUSED, THEY SAID
F/'2-
asmith®lanthorn.com
What your Halloween costume says about you
BY CHRISTINE COLLERAN
GVL COLUMNIST
Halloween in college- 
world is nearly identical to 
Halloween at age 5. We may 
have swapped our Butterfin­
gers for Bud Lights (or we 
just embrace both), and our 
costumes may no longer be 
fun sized, but the excited an­
ticipation of the spooky holi­
day lives on.
Part of this anticipation 
lies in the quest for the per­
fect costume. Now, an amaz­
ing costume can’t exactly be 
defined- there is simply too 
much diversity in the costume 
field as a whole. Costumes 
can, however, be examined 
by category. Like it or not, 
your costume and subsequent 
category say a little some-
" thihgTSbout you. Heri ,^h<5w’m 
we break it down:
Costume option 1: The ex­
hibitionist. This category ex­
ists purely for the purpose of 
showing off the goods. While 
,guys have their sexy-man 
costumes as well, girls are 
the real offenders here. Just 
slap the word slutty or sexy 
in front of any costume idea 
to make it work. Examples: 
slutty nurse, sexy Disney 
princess, slutty armadillo- 
anything goes. I attempted 
this two years ago with the 
classic “sexy rocker” cos­
tume (however, I managed to 
get laryngitis the day before 
Halloween, which was both 
hysterically ironic and not in 
the least bit sexy.) Regardless 
of my failed attempt, an exhi­
bitionist costume tells others 
you are confident, ready to 
have a good time and slightly 
cocky.
Costume option 2: The 
comedian. The comedian 
category houses the witty
folk. These do'stumfes aren't 
always obvious but definite­
ly have some thought behind 
them. The clever comic may 
pull a Jim from “The Office” 
and write “Book” across his/ 
her face, transforming into 
Facebook. Other comic cos­
tumes: old people, tourists, 
hot dogs and Lindsay Lo- 
han. The comedian doesn’t 
rely on exhibition to make 
a statement. These costumes 
proclaim, “I’m funny- and I 
know it.”
Costume option 3: The 
minimalist. Minimalist cos­
tumes go by the KISS phi­
losophy (Keep It Simple 
Stupid.) Some examples of 
minimalist costumes: pump­
kins. the white sheet ghost 
and t-shirts that read, “This 
is my Halloween costume.” 
These are easygoing individ­
uals. They have a little spirit 
- but they won’t be over the 
top. Try asking this person to 
be your designated driver.
Costume option 4: The
overachiever.'Thf fhtfcl Hal­
loween enthusiast belongs 
in this category. We’re talk­
ing complete face makeup, 
fake blood, hand-sewn cos­
tumes, the whole nine yards. 
These people work on their 
costumes for months, and it 
shows. The costume over­
achiever is full of life and 
may be a bit hyper (blame 
the candy com.) Intense and 
enthusiastic, you want them 
on your team for Halloween 
games.
This is not to say that the 
costume options can’t be 
mixed and matched. You can 
simultaneously be a costume 
overachiever and an exhibi­
tionist. You>can rock a mini 
malist costume one night and 
a comedian the next. So put 
on your telling costume, grab 
your Butterfingers and Bud 
Lights (if you’re of age, of 
course,) and go have yourself 
a Halloween.
ccolleran@
lanthorn.com
Patriotism: as American as frozen apple pie
BY GARRICK SEE
GVL COLUMNIST
The American Dream. 
The Land of the Free. Hol­
lywood. You may recognize 
these terms from almost 
anywhere in the world and 
right away connect them to 
the U.S.
This country that was 
placed on a pedestal as the 
country to emulate has been 
the main influence on every 
nation and every human be­
ing - be that influence good 
or bad. You have a general 
idea of what America is in 
your mind, but what do you 
tell someone who isn’t from 
here?
“What do you think of 
when you think of Ameri- 
ca T
Over the past year and 
a half that I’ve been here. 
I’ve asked that question to a 
number of people and they 
all start with the same thing, 
“Erm, I don’t know.”
The concept of find­
ing the right definition has 
had many vague ideas that 
revolved around animals, 
food, sports, media and even 
the actions that people take. 
Gassifying something huge 
like a country takes years 
and years to be developed 
into something habitual or 
routine that almost every­
one does or is a part of.
Being a Malaysian my­
self. I classify my country 
as a food lover’s great get­
away adventure. It thrives 
on the vast varieties of food 
that came from all parts 
of Southeast Asia and it is 
without a doubt that we at­
tract people from that sense. 
So. what associates with 
America then?
First off, no country
should be defined by its 
people, because they do 
not represent a genuine 
truth based on their imper­
fections. Most people are 
hypocrites and lie to them­
selves and other people of 
what the concept of living 
is. If a piece of land or an 
island is able to sustain life 
by itself, then it needs no 
one to step foot in it to pro­
long its existence.
Most people would use 
food as a juxtaposition to 
represent this great nation. 
You’ve heard the burger, 
hot dog and apple pie com­
parisons, but have you ever 
wondered why this is so? 
The hamburger traces its 
origins back to Hamburg, 
Germany, whilst the hot 
dog, or frankfurter, claims 
to be from Frankfurt, Ger­
many. And for the apple pie, 
some say it’s linked back to 
the Greeks, but with its us­
age in America, its incon­
ceivable to think about this
desert from anywhere else.
What else do we think 
of? Hollywood represents 
the bourgeois, politics the 
never-ending deception, 
sports being in its own 
world, and land as a get­
away into the unknown. So, 
what truly represents Amer­
ica without any kind of sin­
ful or misleading nature?
It is easy to pound on 
your chest and scream out 
America the Great, but with 
no concrete basis other than 
what we are programmed 
to know, you are then just 
cheering for a team that is 
barely winning on the field 
for a sport that doesn’t in­
terest you too much.
But with all that’s said. 
I consider myself lucky to 
be in this great country and 
I hope there will be many 
more years to come, and 
maybe even someday make 
this place a home for my fu­
ture endeavors.
ffsee @ lanthorn .com
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THE LAYMAN'S GUIDE TO THE U.S. FEDERAL BUDGET
BY PARVEZ SOPARIWALA
GVSU PROFESSOR
“Repeal Bush-era tax 
cuts”, “Medicare is going 
broke”, “Social Security 
Trust Fund is sound”, 
“Millionaires should pay 
more taxes” are among 
the battle cries heard in 
this 2012 political season. 
However, many of us do not 
have adequate knowledge 
about these issues, nor do 
we fully comprehend the
magnitude of these amounts 
and the complexity of the 
federal budgeting system. 
Hence, being an accountant, 
I thought I would attempt to 
better educate myself about 
the federal budget. What 
I learnt was that the entire 
federal budget process is 
extremely complex but one 
can achieve a reasonable 
amount of urlderstanding 
as long as one does not get 
too picky with the numbers
and avoids getting caught in 
all the nuances. As one of 
your accounting instructors, 
please permit me to share 
my journey, imperfect as it 
might be, with you in the 
hope that you will find this 
information useful.
The Table considers 
five years of actual data 
(2007-2011) and five years 
of projected data (2012- 
2016) representing the U.S. 
Government’s revenues.
outlays, deficits and gross 
federal debt. Sources for the 
contents of the Table and its 
Notes include the following:
1. The Budget and 
Economic Outlook:
Fiscal years 2012 to 
2022, published by the 
Congressional Budget Office 
(CBO) in January 2012.
2. TreasuryDirect, U.S. 
Department of the Treasury 
Bureau of the Public Debt.
3. Various experts, i.e.,
“policy wonks” to clarify 
issues relating to the tax 
implications of the Bush-era 
tax cuts, Social Security and 
its Trust Fund and Medicare 
and its Trust Fund.
Finally, the CBO Report, 
from which a vast majority 
of numbers has been derived, 
assumes that all current laws 
will remain unchanged. 
Hence,for example, the 
projected revenues for 2013- 
2016 in the Table assume
that the Bush-era tax cuts, 
which are expected to expire 
on December 31,2012, will 
expire leading to higher taxes 
and lower yearly deficits.
I hope my efforts make you, 
the reader, a much more 
informed voter. Good luck 
on November 6.
*** Parvez R- Sopariwala 
is a Professor in the School 
of Accounting, in the 
Seidman College of Business, 
sopor i wp@gvsu .edu.
NOTESTOTHETABLE
A Bush-era tax cuts. The projected 
individual income tax numbers for 
2013-2016 assume that the Bush- 
era tax cuts will not be extended. 
As a result, taxpayers earning 
over $250,000 a year are expected 
to pay an additional $0.8 trillion 
over 2013-2022 whereas the
B Social Security. Social Security 
provides retirement assistance 
to seniors as early as age 62, the 
disabled, and their dependents.
• Item bl. in the Table represents 
collections from payroll taxes 
based on earnings with employee 
and employer paying half each. On 
the other hand, Item b2. in the Table 
represents payments to elders, the 
disabled, and their dependents.
• Since Social Security has a Trust 
Fund (discussed in h. later), any 
yearly excess collections over 
payments increase the Trust Fund 
and any yearly shortfall reduces 
the Trust Fund.
C Medicare. Medicare primarily 
provides medical insurance for 
seniors, who are 65 years and older, 
as wel| as those who qualify for 
disability under Social Security.
• Medicare comprises Medicare 
Part A (which covers, nursing 
care, inpatient hospital care, 
hospice care, etc.), Medicare Part 
B (which covers doctor visits, 
outpatient care, etc.) and Medicare 
Part D (which covers outpatient 
prescription drugs).
• Item cl. in the Table represents 
receipts to Medicare Part A from 
payroll taxes based on earnings 
with the employee and employer 
paying half each. Since Medicare 
Parts B and D are voluntary 
programs, the collections from
program participants have, in 
the Table, been adjusted against 
Other Spending under Mandatory 
spending. On the other hand, 
Item c2. in the Table represents 
payments relating to Medicare 
Parts A, B and D Programs.
• Since Medicare Parts A and B 
have a Trust Fund (discussed in h.
D Medicaid. This represents a joint 
state-federal program to provide 
medical care to the poor.
E Income security. This includes 
expenses relating to unemployment 
compensation, child nutrition, 
earned income and child tax credits 
and foster care.
F Nondefense discretionary funding. 
This includes payments relating to 
education, training, employment 
and social services, transportation, 
veterans benefits and services, 
health, international affairs and 
administration of justice.
G Debt held by the public. This 
represents all the money borrowed 
by the Treasury in the capital 
market from private investors. Of 
the $10.13 trillion debt held by the 
public at the end of 2011, domestic 
investors held about 55% of the debt 
and foreign investors (including 
foreign governments like China) 
held the remaining 45%.
H Debt held by government 
accounts. This includes trust funds 
for Social Security, Medicare 
Parts A and B, Military Retirement 
and Healthcare and Civil Service 
Retirement and Disability. 
However, these trust funds are 
e ssential 1 y account! r\g mechani sms 
as explained below.
• For example, the Social Security 
Trust Fund would increase as a 
result of payroll taxes (bl) and
decrease as a result of payments 
to seniors (b2). The surplus, if any, 
would be used to reduce the deficit 
in the federal budget and the U.S. 
Government would give the Social 
Security Administration an IOU for 
that amount instead of borrowing 
that amount from private investors. 
On the other hand, a shortfall 
resulting from higher payments and 
lower collections requires the U.S. 
Government to honor its IOU to 
the Social Security Administration 
and raise the necessary funds.
• Hence, while the Social Security
Trust Fund has a current surplus of 
about $2.7 trillion, there is no “Social 
Security lockbox” - all that is kept in 
this “lockbox” are IOUs from the U.S. 
Government to the Social Security 
Trust Fund. This is in contrast to a 
family’s “rainy day fund” where all 
savings are stored in cash, in a bank 
or under the mattress for the day 
when they might be needed.
• In addition, many experts believe 
that, due to our aging population, 
future yearly social security 
payments to seniors will most 
likely exceed yearly social security
U.S. Federal Budget: 2007-2016
receipts so much so that the Social 
Security Trustees estimate the 
excess of yearly payments over 
receipts over the next 75 years to 
be $8.6 trillion.
• Similarly, while Medicare Parts 
A and B have a current surplus of 
$317 billion, many experts believe 
that future yearly Medicare 
payments will most likely exceed 
future yearly Medicare receipts 
so much so that the Medicare 
Trustees estimate the excess of 
payments over receipts over the 
next 75 years to be $5.3 trillion.
Revenues
Actual
2007 2008 2009 2010 20lT| 2<E7 2013
(In billions of dollars)
Budget projections
2014 2015 2016|
Individual income taxes (a) 1,164 1,146 915 899 1,091 1,159 1,463 1,597 1,765 1,915
Social insurance taxes:
Social Security (bl) 566 627 698 728 770 819
Medicare (cl) 188 199 208 220 236 253
Others 65 69 69 69 70 70
Total 870 900 891 865 819 895 975 1,017 1,076 1,142
Corporate income taxes 370 304 138 191 181 251 320 427 442 436
Other 165 174 161 208 211 218 229 273 284 291
Total revenues 2,568 2,524 2,105 2,163 2,302 2,523 2,988 3,313 3,568 3,784
Outlays
Social Security (b2) 581 612 678 701 725 770 814 857 902 950
Medicare (c2) 436 456 499 521 , 560 560 598 629 658 712
Medicaid (d) 191 201 251 273 275 262 281 330 . 370 407
Income security (e) 203 261 350 438 405 345 333 297 293 295
Other spending 39 65 315 (19) 60 133 97 103 132 162
Total 1,450 1,595 2,093 1,913 2,025 2,070 2,122 2,215 2,354 2,526
Defense 548 612 657 689 700 680 636 625 627 642
Nondefense (f) 494 522 581 658 646 628 583 571 572 578
Total 1,042 1,135 1,238 1,347 1,346 1,308 1,220 1,196 1,200 1,219
237 | 2S3~ 227 | 224 | 231 | 247Net interest
Total outlays
187 196 282 341
2,729 | 2,983 1 3,518 | 3,456 | 3,598 | 3,601 | 3,573 | 3,658 1 3,836 | 4,086
j? .77! «b or Surplus * I (458)1 (1.413)1 (1,294)| (1,296)1 (1.079)1 (585)1 (345)1 (269)1 (302)1
Debt held by the public (g) 5,049 5,809 7,552 9,023 10,128 11,242 11,945 iTThTi *3,188
Debt held by government accounts (h) 3,958 4,216 4,358 4,539 4,634 4,760 4,868 4,968 *5,086 5,240
Gross Federal Debt 9,007 10,025 11,910 13,562 14,762 16,002 16,813 17,369 17,869 18,428
later),any yearly excess collections 
remaining taxpayers are expected over payments increase the Trust 
to pay an additional $2.5 trillion Fund and any yearly shortfall 
over 2013-2022. reduces the Trust Fund.
Deciding between two great helping careers?
Information Session Tuesday, Oct. 30
Grand Rapids
Western Michigan University
• . i. \
Western Michigan University in Grand Rapids 
invites you to attend an Information Session for 
those in the fields of social work, human service 
and education to learn about two of our nationally 
accredited programs.
Master of Social Work
Counselor Education and 
Counseling Psychology
5 to 5:30 p.m. MS W registration/refreshments
5:30 to 6:30 p.m. MSW presentation
6 to 6:30 p.m. CECP registration/refreshments
6:30 to 7:30 p.m. CECP presentation
All are welcome to attend one or both sessions.
RSVP online by October 29th at 
www.wmich.edu/grandrapids/infosession
Visitwww.wmich.edu/grandrapids/programs
for more information about the programs.
Questions?
Please contact Tami Heydenberk at (616) 771-4100
or tamela.heydenberk@wmteh.Bdu.
E. Beltline Avenue SE 
Rapids, Ml 49546 
(616) 771-4400
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OTE YES 
on Prop 3 
for Clean Energy 
In Michigan
Nov. 6th
.
asra fc'W'-v*# ■■■■- * v : '■
Learn More:
ELPCActionFund.org/25x25
■% of their |'|i| 
electricity supplies from 
newabie resources, such 
as wind and solar energy, 
by 2025.
Why Do I Care?
Wore renewable energy will 
reduce pollution, thus 
protecting public health and 
the environment, spurring 
Innovation and $10 billion in 
new Investment, and 
creating thousands of Jobs 
that can't be outsourced, 
according to a recent 
university study.
Who Supports Prop 3?
Professors In Michigan 
support the 25% by '25 
standard because it will 
reduce carbon and mercury 
pollution; reduce aerosol, 
soot and other particulates in 
the air we breathe; and 
protect our Great Lakes 
resources.
M
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Union of
Concerned
Scientists
ucsusa.org
PROPOSAL 3
Hi mJ. Michigan Energy Michigan Jobs 
MIENER6YMIJOBS.COM
ELPC ACTION FUND
ON THE DEFENSIVE T- *;• £3
Tailbacks Kirk Spencer and Hersey Jackson found success last week against the GLIAC's No. 2 rushing defense, 
piling up 197 yards and a pair of touchdowns in the win.This week, the GVSU offense will face one of the GLIAC's 
top linebacking cores with Hillsdale's trio of Brett Pasche, Devin Moynihan and Steven Embry The trio has com­
bined for 196 tackles this season, good for nearly 25 per game. Hillsdale's defense has also been the No. 2 total de­
fense in the GLIAC, along with being the top passing defense and leading the conference with 14 interceptions.
SPORTS
SHORTS
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Ware named GLIAC 
Defensive Player of 
the Week
While the Grand Valley 
State University football 
team broke out of a two- 
game slump with last week's 
victory over Northwood Uni­
versity, the team's defense 
also broke out — led by ju­
nior linebacker Luther Ware.
Ware was honored as 
the GLIAC Defensive Player 
of the Week after his perfor­
mance against Northwood 
on Saturday. The junior put 
together his best game of 
the season, compiling 11 
tackles to go with five tackles 
for a loss and 2.5 sacks, all of 
which were season highs.
Ware and the rest of the 
Lakers will travel to Hillsdale 
College this weekend with 
first place in the GLIAC North 
on the line.
Umoh again GLIAC 
North Division Player 
of the Week
As if one week wasn't 
enough, Grand Valley State 
University senior middle 
blocker Eno Umoh was se­
lected as the GLIAC's North 
Division Player of the Week 
for the second-straight 
week.
The lone senior on the 
GVSU volleyball team, 
Umoh has been an integral 
part of the Lakers' current 
nine-game winning streak, 
one that has seen them 
•climb near the top of the 
GLIAC standings — and to 
a sweep at the GLVC/GLIAC 
Crossover.
Umoh currently sits a 
452 total blocks for her ca­
reer, good for No. 4 all-time 
at GVSU. This week's GLIAC 
award was the third honor of 
the senior's career.
SPORTS
SCHEDULE
ROBERT MATHEWS | GVL
Back in the race: Despite being riddled with injuries throughout the offense and defense, with a win Saturday at Hillsdale, the Lakers can move back into first 
place in the GLIAC. The Lakers are currently tied for second place in the conference with Saginaw Valley, Wayne State, and MichiganTechnological University at 5-2. 
With games still against Wayne State and Saginaw Valley, Grand Valley State University can win the North Division outright if they win their remaining games.
Lakers head to Hillsdale with shot at first place on the line
MITCH'S SCOUTING REPORT
"I think what makes him special as a player is actually I think his size works 
to his advantage. He's a little bit shorter back, but he's a solid back, so a lot 
of times its difficult for the first guy to get him down. He can spin, he can put 
his foot in the ground, he can make you miss, he can do a lot of things.
JOEGLENDENING
SENIOR
TAILBACK
“I'm very impressed with Anthony Mifsud, who was a receiver three years 
ago, took over as their starting quarterback. This year has been very ef­
ficient throwing the ball and also has the ability to run. They get him out of 
the pocket and there's a lot of times where he pulls it down and runs."
ANTHONY MIFSUD
JUNIOR
QUARTERBACK
FbOTBALL
Saturday at Hillsdale * 
2:30 p.m.
M SWIMMING
Friday at Calvin, 5 p.m. 
Saturday vs. Ashland,
1 p.m.
W. SWIMMING
Friday at Calvin, 5 p.m 
Saturday vs. Ashland, 
1 p.m
SOCCER
Friday at Lake Erie, 
7 p.m
Sunday at Notre 
Dame (OH), 12 p.m
VOLLEYBALL
Friday vs. Northern 
Michigan, 7 p.m. 
Saturday vs. Michigan 
Tech, 4 p.m.
W. TENNIS
Friday at Hillsdale 
(GLIAC), 6:45 p.m. 
Saturday at GLIAC 
Tournament Semis,TBA 
Sunday at GLIAC 
Tournament Finals,TBA
victory, as pretty epic battles, point­
ing to coaching and a strong senior 
class as reasons for the success.
“They’ve certainly done a good 
job. We’ve had some really tight 
games over the last three years,” 
Mitchell said. “1 think the reason 
that Hillsdale’s raised their com­
petitive level has to do with they’ve 
done a good job in recruiting, but 
has come in sync with some good 
recruits at the quarterback and run­
ning back position.”
Recent history aside, Saturday’s
team will be without junior comer- 
back Reggie Williams, who is out 
for the season with a tom ACL. He’s 
the third Laker, joining quarterback 
Heath Parling and tailback Chris 
Robinson, to suffer a season-ending 
ACL injury.
The Lakers did contain Glenden- 
ing in last season’s matchup, but so 
far this year, the senior has rumbled 
his way to a GLIAC-leading 1,075 
yards rushing — including 127 
yards per game in games against 
three ranked opponents.
game is one that pits an impffnvingr*’ '**fbe Glendening, I don’t even 
GVSU defense against a dangyf-tit kn^ how many canjss»he’s had
ous backfield pair, the players in the 
middle of that quarterback-running 
back position, in junior quarterback 
Anthony Mifsud and senior tailback 
Joe Glendening, the GLIAC’s lead­
ing rusher.
“There’s no doubt having Matt 
Judon and Ryan Pettis back, our two 
starting d-ends back, and Sam Pow­
er playing side linebacker ... that 
helped our defense (last week),” 
Mitchell said. “I don’t think we’re 
out of the woods yet, but our de­
fensive performance was improved. 
(It’s) not just about one player, one 
call, about one specific thing — it’s 
always a combination of factors.”
Those three, along with the 
rest of the GVSU defense, will be 
leaned on to slow Glendening and 
Co. Unfortunately for GVSU, the
in his career, but he’s been a four- 
year starter for them. He’s been a 
very durable, productive back in the 
GLIAC,” Mitchell said. “With the 
type of offense they run, there are 
sometimes where he gets in there 
behind that line of scrimmage and 
you lose him a little bit. (Defense) 
has a hard time finding him and then 
he kind of wiggles out and goes.”
The Hillsdale offense is one area 
of focus for the Lakers, but the Char­
gers also boast one of GLIAC’s top 
takeaway defense, boasting a plus- 
10 turnover differential. Sophomore 
quarterback Isiah Grimes returned 
last week to throw for 301 yards and 
four touchdowns, and teammates 
applauded his performance coming 
off an injury.
“Throughout the week at prac­
tice, he wasn’t taking any reps, so I 
thought he did a great job taking all 
the visual reps and also in the meet­
ing room he was always focused all 
week,” said senior receiver Israel 
Woolfork, who caught three passes 
for 65 yards against Northwood. 
“He managed a great tempo, it was 
just an excellent job.”
While the offense did fumble 
three times last week, Grimes re­
turn proved to be the spark the team 
needed. Now, with Grimes back on 
offense and contributors returning 
t»health on defense, the Lakers can 
grab at least a share of first place in 
the GLIAC with a win Saturday.
Even with all of the directions 
the team’s play has gone in recent 
weeks, the group is focused and its 
preparation and goals aren’t chang­
ing one bit.
“No, not at all. I think (our focus 
is) the same as we’ve had all sea­
son,” said senior guard Tim Lelito. 
“I mean, we’ve got two losses right 
now, so right now for us it’s the 
playoffs — it’s do-or-die for us right 
now.”
The teams will kick off at 2:30 
p.m. Saturday at “Muddy” Waters 
Stadium in Hillsdale, Mich. The 
game can be heard on ESPN 96.1 
FM and followed on Twitter @GV- 
LSports.
sports @ lanthorn xrom
BY BRADY FREDERICKSEN
GVL SPORTS EDITOR
I
t doesn’t have the same kind of 
off-the-field hype as some other 
games on the schedule, but if the 
Grand Valley State University foot­
ball team has a true rival on the field 
— in the sense of being competitive 
year-in-year-out — that rival may 
very well be Hillsdale College.
Combined with the fact that the 
second-place Lakers (6-2. 5-2 GLI­
AC) are staring down a matchup 
against the first-place Chargers (6- 
2,6-1 GLIAC) this weekend, Satur­
day’s game could be the biggest of 
the season for GVSU.
“Some of the things that we be­
lieve in within our program — turn­
overs, special teams, running the 
ball, stopping the run — have got to 
show up on Saturday for us to have 
a chance down there.” said GVSU 
head coach Matt Mitchell. “It’s go­
ing to be a big game, there’s a lot on 
the line for both squads heading into 
this thing. I know our players will 
be up for the task, up for the chal­
lenge.”
The team’s have split the last four 
matchups, most recently with a last- 
second loss by GVSU last season. 
But that game is a microcosm of the 
recent rivalry between the teams, 
and Mitchell described some, such 
as 2010’s 44-41 last-second GVSU
B1
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Set point: Junior Anne Marie Morin returns a shot earlier this season. Morin has posted a 
22-3 record in singles play this season playing in the No. 5 spot for the Lakers who sit at 13-2 
entering play in the GLIAC tournament against Hillsdale.
Meeting Again
Familiar foes get chance to see each other in GLIAC tournament
" If we play like we have leading up 
to this point, we should be ready 
when the time comes to face them 
again."
BY TATE BAKER
GVL STAFF WRITER
W
hen you think 
about women’s 
tennis in the Great 
Lakes Intercollegiate Ath­
letic Conference, two teams 
come to mind: Northwood 
University and Grand Valley 
State University.
The two schools have 
met four out of the past five 
years in the GLIAC Tourna­
ment championship, and it 
wouldn’t be unlikely if they 
got together to battle it out 
once again during the tour­
nament this weekend.
“Of course we will be 
looking forward to a re­
match with (Northwood),” 
said head coach John Black. 
“We have a lot of work be­
fore that can happen. It all 
begins with Hillsdale in the 
opener.”
The Lakers claimed the 
No. 3 seed in this season’s 
tournament, finishing behind 
Northwood (14-0 GLIAC 
play) and Wayne State Uni­
versity (14-1 GLIAC play).
“It’s going to come down 
to who executes,” Black 
said. “If we play like we 
have leading up to this point, 
we should be ready when 
the time comes to face them 
again.”
Earlier in the season, 
the Lakers seemed to be in 
a funk when they faced off 
with WSU, which ultimately 
led to a 5-4 defeat.
“If you think about it, 
that was a while ago,” said 
senior Morgan Carney. “We 
have had a lot of practice 
since then. That loss doesn’t 
reflect the talent level of our 
team.”
Before the Lakers can 
even begin to think about 
playing WSU or Northwood, 
they must get past a pesky 
Hillsdale team.
“We definitely can’t take 
Hillsdale lightly,” Black 
said. “You overlook anyone 
in this conference and your 
tournament may be a quick 
one.”
GVSU defeated the Char­
gers 8-1 just a week ago. 
That being said, the Lakers 
will plan to execute in the 
same way with hopes to get­
ting off to a strong start in 
this weekend-long tourna­
ment.
“A big part of it is con­
trolling our nerves,” said se­
nior Allison Fecko. “We just 
can’t be nervous out there. 
When you become nervous 
that is when mistakes hap­
pen.”
The Lakers will be gear­
ing up this week in practice,
JOHN BLACK
HEAD COACH •
with extra court time and 
more focus and attentiorr to 
the details.
“No days off this weej;,” 
Carney said. “Our focusrin 
practice is key this week? to 
our success this weekend. 
We can’t take anything for 
granted.”
Coach Black and the Lak­
ers will be looking to defend 
their GLIAC crown. He not-
t
ed that every year is differ­
ent, and you can’t base this 
year’s hopes on last year’s 
success. I
“We have a very different 
team from last year,” Black 
said. “We lost a lot of se­
niors, and have several new 
faces on this year’s team. 
The same goes for a lot of 
the schools in the GLIAC, 
including Northwood.”
A lot is at stake for the 
Lakers this weekend when 
they head up to Midland, 
which includes a GLIAC 
crown and an automatic 
birth in the NCAA Division 
II tournament. Tournament 
play begins at 6:45 p.mr at 
the Midland Community 
Tennis Center.
tbaker@lanthorn.com
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TYLER SELLMER | COURTESY
Control and power: GVSU's men's collegiate eights crew competes at Harvard Square.The 
crew, along with six other crews made the trip to Boston to compete in the Head of the Charles 
Regatta which showcases the top rowing talent in Division II, Division III, and the club level.
Top competition highlights trip 
to Boston's Harvard Square
A community makes a
REVOLUTION.
W ENERGY.
MONEY.
I M TODAY.
Do your part.
FACILITY SERVICES
ENERGY DEPARTMENT
BY ZACH SEPANIK
GVL STAFF WRITER
After a 19-hour ride to 
Boston — all packed in a 
van — and a trip to Harvard 
Square, the Grand Valley 
State University club row­
ing team then decided it was 
time to leave its mark on the 
48th Head of the Charles 
Regatta last weekend.
As the premier fall race 
in North America, the Head 
of the Charles has been held 
annually since 1965. It draws 
over 9,000 athletes from 
around the world, including 
top Division II, Division III 
and club crews from the U.S. 
and Canada. They compete 
over a winding three-mile 
course in a “head” style 
race, with crews starting one 
after another, racing against 
the clock.
“In my first year at Grand 
Valley, we had zero ath­
letes compete at the Head 
of the Charles,” said John 
Bancheri, GVSU men’s 
and women’s club rowing 
head coach. “This year, my 
eighth, we had seven crews. 
It was a great weekend of 
racing for our program, and 
I’m proud of how well we 
represented Grand Valley on 
such a big stage.”
The Laker Navy had three 
top-five finishes including
second place in the women’s 
collegiate fours, third in the 
men’s collegiate eights and 
fourth in the women’s col­
legiate eights. Also, six of 
the seven Laker crews se­
cured automatic bids to next 
year’s regatta.
“The results on both the 
men’s and women’s side of 
the program highlight the 
depth of talent on our squad, 
and point towards a very 
promising spring champion­
ship season,” Bancheri said.
In a field of 38, the 
GVSU women’s collegiate 
fours team—consisting of 
sophomores Rebecca Mier 
and Kelsey VanAmberg; 
senior Jessica Vogl; and ju­
niors Courtney Panter and 
Molly Visel—started 37th 
and completed the course in 
19 minutes, 19.59 seconds, 
en route to its second place 
finish.
Meanwhile, the Laker 
women’s collegiate eights 
team—made up of junior 
coxswain Kyle Barnhart; se­
niors Carey Mankins, Kylen 
Pattermann, Rebecca Studer 
and Lindsay Marshall; ju­
niors Maria Edelhauser 
and Shelby Welbaum; and 
sophomores Brittany Hyde 
and Kaitlyn VanBoven— 
completed the course in 
fourth place with a time of 
18:04.98.
“We hadn’t practiced in 
our race line-up for very 
long before the race, so I was 
kind of nervous about that,” 
Mankins said. “We had our 
boat meeting before the race 
and we all talked about what 
we expected of each other. 
With this race, we definitely 
learned the importance of 
communication.”
The GVSU men’s col­
legiate eights crew—com­
prised of senior coxswain 
Jordan Hart; seniors Justin 
Wegner, Anthony Anzfcll, 
Keegan Jahnke and Nate Bi- 
olchini; juniors Ken Piersbn, 
Ed Avena and Costas Ciun- 
gan; and sophomore Austin 
Burris—finished third with 
a time of 15:51.78.
“When it comes doivn 
to race day, the months 
of training we have gone 
through takes over and it all 
comes down to executiofi,” 
Wegner said. “We executed 
very well this weekend. Our 
finish this year indicates tfiat 
we are the fastest this grctup 
has ever been.”
With the experience at the 
Head of the Charles now be­
hind them, the Laker N^vy 
will put it to use as it gets 
back to training. It competes 
next at the Head of the Hu­
ron on Nov. 4 in Ypsilanti. 
Mich.
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Leader of the pack: Sophomore Allyson Winchester runs near the front of the pack during 
the Michigan State Invitational. Winchestor finished 29th in the race with a time of 21:51.
G V cross-country 
takes pride in 
tradition
BY BRYCE DEROUIN
GVL STAFF WRITER
W
hile football, 
basketball and 
volleyball may 
be more popular sports on 
campus at Grand Valley 
State University, very few 
sports have managed to 
have the recent success that 
£lhe men’s and women’s 
* ;ross-country programs 
we enjoyed.
The GVSU cross-coun­
teams have been a pow- 
Jr erhouse this century, win- 
i jiing the past ^TTA^13 GLI C 
ill straight NCAA ^ 
II_Midwest , 
.. .gional Championships 
r3he women’s side, while 
£ ihe men have captured the 
‘"previous 11 GLIAC titles 
JTand the past 10 Regional 
4 Championships.
The women also man­
aged to score the program’s 
j first ever NCAA Division 
1 II National Championship 
! in 2010, and have finished 
in the top three nationally 
each of the last six years. 
The men have matched 
their highest finish nation­
ally the last two years, 
placing third..
“I think we’ve been 
fortunate to have quality 
student athletes over the 
years,” said head coach 
Jerry Baltes. “Cross-coun­
try is a program that often 
taJces time to develop run­
ners into people that can
contribute. We’ve had kids 
that have been committed 
over the course of their ca­
reers ”
With any college pro­
gram, recruiting is always 
an important factor that 
will dictate the amount of 
success you will be able to 
achieve. For Baltes and the 
Lakers, it’s not only about 
finding the best athletes, 
but the athletes that can fit 
into a system.
“We look at individuals’ 
times and how fast they 
run, but more importantly, 
we try to really get to know 
and figure out what type of 
person they are,” he said. 
“Are they a hard worker? 
Are they going to be a good 
teammate? Are they a per 
'hen thingf^reh’ 
•re they*gaaB0i 
to stick with it and stay fo­
cused and stay tough? No 
doubt natural talent is key, 
but you also have to find 
people with the right mind­
set.”
GVSU has traditionally 
redshirted their incoming 
freshmen, giving them an­
other year to grow and de­
velop within the program. 
When a program has the 
track record for success like 
GVSU’s cross-country, it 
makes it easier for athletes 
to buy into the program and 
stick with it.
“You’re gonna do well 
in the later years of your 
career and be the best at 
the end,” said junior Brent 
Showerman. “Patience is 
the key. Some of our best 
runners are people who 
have either been hurt, or
the training didn’t work 
for them at first, but a big 
thing for everyone is to buy 
into the training and trust 
the coaching and trust the 
training that it’s going to 
work.”
Within the program, the 
upperclassmen take it upon 
themselves to mentor the 
incoming freshmen and 
sophomores. This all works 
within the concept of build­
ing team chemistry.
“We try to show our 
freshman and sophomores 
what being a teammate 
is all about,” said junior 
Courtney Brewis. “It’s the 
fact that the coaches know 
how to build a solid pro­
gram and they recruit peo­
ple who work together to
wir% togeth»Kftaacoqfr
plish oiir goals.”
For now, GVSU looks 
to continue to uphold their 
strong tradition. If history 
continues to repeat itself, 
the Lakers have a bright fu­
ture ahead of themselves.
“When you’re a fresh­
man coming into this pro­
gram, and you see the se­
niors and the juniors that 
have worked hard to get to 
that point and the success 
that they’re having, you say, 
‘I want to do that one day. 
I want to be there holding 
the trophy and doing well 
for the team,”’ Showerman 
said. “When you get that 
chance, you definitely want 
to be someone who holds 
up the tradition and keeps 
that going.”
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First shot: After missing the tournament last year, the Laker's waterski club finished in fourth place.
1 < ‘BMP
Lakers overcome off-shore 
obstacles at Waterski Nationals
BY JUDSON RODRIGUEZ
GVL INTERN
After a tumultuous trip 
down to Louisiana last week, 
the Grand Valley State Uni­
versity waterski club arrived 
in Zachary, La. and put up a 
strong performance against 
some the country’s best am­
ateur skiers at the national 
tournament.
The team set out Oct. 16 
at 9 p.m. and intended to 
drive the 17 hours straight 
through, but they encoun­
tered some bumps along the 
way.
As a club sport, the stu­
dents had to come up with 
the money for the trip them­
selves. The students started 
with three of their own ve­
hicles and one GVSU van. 
Two of the student vehicles 
got flat tires, and due to 
time, one had to be left and 
later towed to be fixed so the 
students could pick it up on 
the trip back up.
“So at this point we had 
to fit five more people into 
three cars which were al­
ready full,” said member 
Mary Anolick.
The team arrived in Zach­
ary, just outside of Baton 
Rouge, at 6 p.m. on Oct 17. 
Anolick said the sleep-de­
prived team was very happy
to have made it to the event.
Having missed out on na­
tionals last year, GVSU was 
offered a spot to compete at 
the tournament after a team 
dropped out of the competi­
tion. Jathan Koetje, an of­
ficer with the ski team, said 
that GVSU was rewarded 
for its strong showing last 
year, and the fact they com­
pete in an extremely difficult 
division.
“People know that we 
were deserving because we 
were scoring just as well as 
the other teams in our re­
gion,” Koetje said. ’’But you 
can only take two teams, so 
we missed out again.”
Koetje said they were 
surprised when they got a 
call a week before the tour­
nament asking them to par­
ticipate.
“We were really excited 
to get the call about nation­
als, because we really want­
ed it to be a senior send-off 
for all of the hard work put 
in over the years,” Koetje 
said.
The first day was a rough 
for the Laker women as they 
struggled landing jumps and 
getting back into form. At 
the first event, only one of 
the GVSU women landed 
her jumps.
“We face schools that
have access to water all 
year round,” said member 
Julie Collins. “We didn’t do 
so well our first day, but it 
came together once we set­
tled in.”
. After finding their 
rhythm, the Lakers ended 
up having to play catch-up 
all weekend.
“We kind of put our­
selves in a hole, but we did 
everything we could to get 
back in it and put up a good 
performance for GVSU,” 
Koetje said.
Freshman Alison Saun­
ders led the comeback with 
a top-five finish individu­
ally, while leading the team 
to a fourth-place finish.
“No one had really ever 
heard of us,” Koetje said. 
“Coming from Michigan, 
not having a spot initially, 
I guess you could say the 
odds weren’t in our favor.”
The team placed fourth 
overall and gained some 
respect from the waterski 
community while represent­
ing GVSU at the highest 
level. , * •’
“We had a great time 
down there placing as well 
as we did,” Anolick said.
Now, they just had to go 
pick up that broken down 
car.
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MAYDAY
& THE MAINE
BY STEPHANIE ALLEN
GVL A&E EDITOR
A
line of alternative rock fans 
stretched throughout Grand Val­
ley State University’s Fieldhouse 
wrapping outside the building, hours be­
fore Mayday Parade and The Maine were 
set to play their Oct. 19 show.
The concert, hosted by GVSU’s stu­
dent-run entertainment group, Spotlight 
Productions, drew in fans from all over 
the area who were ready to see the bands 
on the second stop of their co-headlining 
tour.
Opening the 8 p.m. show was The Pos- 
telles, a rock band from New York City, 
who played a short set and warmed up the 
crowd for The Maine.
John O’Callaghan, lead singer for The 
Maine was full of energy the minute he 
walked onstage. He wanted the crowd to 
be having as much fun as he was, while 
performing.
Although the Fieldhouse Arena wasn’t
filled, ear-piercing screams from excited 
fans rang through as if it was sold out. The 
band from Phoenix, Ariz. played more than 
15 songs, with a mixture of tracks from all 
of their albums, but featured mostly tracks 
from their third studio album, Pioneer.
When The Maine walked out of the 
arena, so did about 1/3 of the audience, 
but Mayday Parade didn’t seem to notice. 
The diminished crowd was even louder 
and more energetic than before, as the 
band used the whole stage to amp up their 
set.
Before the show, GVL staff caught up 
with Mayday Parade and The Maine to 
talk about their tour.
Check out what Mayday Parade’s lead 
singer Derek Sanders, The Maine’s bass­
ist, Garrett Nickelsen and The Maine’s 
drummer, Pat Kirch had to say about fans, 
their inspiration and what life’s like on 
the road, and find full interviews online at 
w w w .1 ant horn .com.
arts@lanthorn.com
There was a certain 
point where itfvas like 
- I think once we went 
on the road for the first 
time like back in high® 
school - that it was 
like#'This is the only 
thing that were gonna 
do.There isn't another 
option. Were goftna do 
whatever it takes to 
make that f^ppen.'
PARADE
Its like you wear the same 
clothes for three days, 
then you get something 
new and at some point 
you go back to that pair 
of clothes. It turns into 
this dirty laundry suitcase 
thing that smells real bad. 
The funny thing is, I don't 
realize how bad it smells 
until I get home and I 
open it in my room and 
tm like 'holy crap man al 
vs thing smells like dirt.'
WL GARRETTJfiCKELSEN
MAINE*-
BO ANDERSON | GVL
KJunda blows my mind | 
that we get to do this 
every day, you know play 
these shows every night. 
It's very humbling. I loved 
going to shows growing 
up, you know, and I never 
would've thought that it 
would come this far for 
us and that we'd b^up 
ther^, yqu know paying 
fortons>i4jaeop!b. It's -% 
great. It's iiwe^ome.^
BO ANDERSON I GVL MATT OBERSKI | GVL
We practically grew up togetfjeiPilN 
known Brooks for over half my life 
... we all kinda met when we were 
younger and in school and gclng to 
shows together, and we've juft beer 
friends for so long and this is kind o 
our shared dream. I think we all real 
ize 1^/e're lucky to come as far as we
MATT OBERSKI | GVL
Hi
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Stark Turn Players put comedic spin on Alfred Hitchcock film
BY NATE SMITH
GVLSTAFF WRITER
Students from Grand Valley 
State University, and all over the 
Grand Rapids area have a chance to 
show off their advertising skills and 
compete for a unique internship.
The 3rd annual Yardsticks com­
petition will be held at the City 
Flats Ballroom in Grand Rapids 
Oct. 25 at 7 p.m., and is open to 
all students who want to have their 
work critiqued by industry pro­
fessionals, while seeing how they 
rank against peers.
“I think that’s why so many GR 
professionals freely give their time 
to Yardsticks,” said Frank Blos­
som, the event coordinator. ‘‘They 
wish they had it when they were 
20-something, and they know what 
a career jump start it can be.”
Blossom is an advertising vet­
eran and won a 2010 Lifetime 
Achievement Silver Medal Award 
from the American Advertisement 
Federation of West Michigan not 
only for his work in the field, but' 
for mentoring people attempting to
break into the industry.
He created Yardsticks as a way 
to give students a chance to test 
their skills in a real world situa­
tion, and start a dialogue with in­
dustry professionals.
‘‘There is nothing like it in Mich­
igan,” Blossom said. “No other 
event brings college students and 
ad/design/marketing professionals 
in a creative contest and critique.”
The client for this year’s com­
petition is Hello West Michigan, 
a company that was created to at­
tract talent to the area. Businesses 
involved in Hello West Michigan 
include Herman Miller, Steelcase, 
Amway and Meijer, which give 
student interns multiple network­
ing possibilities.
“It’s not every day you can talk 
to these people in a friendly and 
laid back manner,” said Samantha 
Vinton, Yardsticks marketing and 
promotions captain.
GVSU alumna Elizabeth Mi ede­
ma competed in The Yardsticks last 
year, and said it gave her skills that 
have helped her in pursuing a career.
“The competition gave me
Free Advice: Students looking to have their work critiqued by local professionals can enter the Yardsticks competition. 
Local professionals from Herman Miller, Steelcase, Amway, Hello West Michigan, and Meijer will be in attendance.
more confidence for my career,” 
Miedema said. “The real life cri­
tique with area professionals gave 
me a feeling of what it will be like 
in my career, and it also gave me a 
real life opportunity to experience 
a bit of my future career.”
While The Yardsticks has many 
networking opportunities* it is still 
a competition, and Blossom said 
that the bar is set high for entries.
“We’re looking for things that are 
strong in concept,” Blossom said. 
“Bill McKendry is one of the judges 
for the event and he said, ‘I don’t 
want to see cool looking stuff, I want 
to see smart looking products.’”
This year. The Yardsticks took a 
departure from its previous format 
by only having one client for the 
competition.
“Before the entries included ev­
erything from beer ads to restau­
rant ads,” Blossom said. “We real­
ized that one client would make it 
easier for students to compete.”
Blossom said the impressive in­
ternship ensures that the competi­
tion is going to be tough, and the 
judges are going to be looking for 
fresh and unique ideas.
“I find the one constant is that 
the best of show can be made stron­
ger with more effort, more trying a
different angle, twist, refinement,” 
Blossom said. “The judges will 
point that out.”
The City Flats Ballroom was an 
intentional choice. Blossom said,
"We strategically decided notlo 
hold the event in an academic set­
ting,” Blossom said. “We wanted 
a creative space that would make 
students feel more significant and 
professional, while interacting 
with actual professionals.”
For more information on The 
Yardsticks, go to theyardsticks coin 
orfacebook.com/theyardsticks. ‘
nsmith @ lanthorn .com
» I
ERIC COULTER | GVL
Scary with a twist: Grand Valley State University students take the stage during a dress rehearsal for PSYCHO: The Musical performed by the StarkTurnTheaters at the Dog Story Theater.
Yardsticks gives students 
real-world experience
BY KARI NORTON
GVL STAFF WRITER
A
lfred Hitchcock’s classic 
horror film “PSYCHO” gets 
a twist this Halloween as 
GVSU students and alumni turn it 
into a horror musical parody.
This years Stark Turn Players’ 
production of “PSYCHO: The Musi­
cal” runs from Oct. 25-27 at the Dog 
Story Theatre in Grand Rapids, and 
features several GVSU students.
Director Joel Schindlbeck grad­
uated from GVSU in 2004 with a 
theater degree and then moved to 
Seattle to write musicals for a small 
theater group that performed adap­
tations of popular ‘80s movies.
Those parodies were just the 
thing West Michigan was missing, 
Schindlbeck said. Audiences can ex­
pect a bizarre version of the movie 
similar to that of the “Scary Movie” 
series, featuring all original songs.
“It’s a story of a woman who 
steals a large sum of money to run 
away and marry her boyfriend, a 
lonely man running a motel in the 
desert, and a mother who just won’t 
stay dead.” Schindlbeck said.
Matthew Fowler, president of the 
GVSU student organization STAGE, 
stars as Norman Bates alongside 
GVSU sophomore Angelina Mount, 
who plays Marion Crane.
Fowler said his character is an 
incredibly awkward mama’s boy, 
and in this show, the performers 
get to abandon all sense of real­
ity and become a cartoon, which 
Fowler said many people already 
describe him as in real life.
“My favorite part by far about Nor­
man is the cross-dressing,” Fowler 
said. “I play both Norman Bates and 
his mother, and it scares me some­
times how much I enjoy going psy­
cho for ‘PSYCHO: The Musical.’”
The production puts a humor­
ous spin on the adult natured 
plot, which includes a lot of stab­
bing, Fowler said. The famous 
shower-stabbing scene from the
movie has even been turned into 
a ‘Death Tango’ between Fowler 
and Mount’s characters.
“I would describe it as the most 
wonderful farce I could ever be a 
part of,” Mount said. “It is drama 
to the point of ridiculous, and if you 
can’t laugh at it, you’re taking your­
self too seriously. I’m so lucky to get 
to do a parody show like this. I can’t 
imagine it being done any better.”
The cast is no more than 3 feet 
away from the audience at all 
times, making it a very interac­
tive and in your face type of per­
formance, Schindlbeck said. This 
is the fourth year that Stark Turn 
Players has produced a Halloween
horror musical parody like this.
“I think what makes us stand out 
most is that we’ve taken a serious 
classic horror film and Hipped it 
upside down, making it a comedy, a 
musical and a theater production,” 
Mount said. “This is such a great 
tradition Stark Tum has started and 
I’m thrilled to be part of it.”
Performances for all three nights 
start at 8 p.m. There will be an addi­
tional midnight show Oct. 26, and a 
Halloween costume contest and party 
after the final show Oct. 27. Tickets 
are $ 12 for adults and $8 for students 
and seniors. For more information, 
go to www.starktumplayers.org
knorton @ lanthorn .com
JESSICA HOLLENBECK | GVL
Nightmare on Elm Street: Sophomore Tyler Staley prepares for the Murray Haunted House.
Students haunt Murray Living Center
BY MATT OBERSKI
GVL STAFF WRITER
On Oct. 25 and 26, 
there’ll be something lurk­
ing in the shadows on Grand 
Valley State University’s Al­
lendale Campus - the annual 
Haunted Hall, returning this 
year for two nights of fright.
The annual Haunted Hall is 
held in different living centers 
on the Allendale Campus, and 
chosen after submitting bids 
to the Residents and Hous­
ing Association. This year, the 
Murray-VanSteeland Living 
Center was chosen.
Kellie Howe, chairperson 
for the Haunted Hall, said 
the event has taken a lot of 
preparation.
“It’s definitely been a big 
undertaking to get started 
with, but it’s been a lot of 
fun pulling together a bunch 
of different ideas and differ­
ent minds,” she said. “It’s fi­
nally coming together.”
Once Murray-VanSteel­
and was chosen, committees 
were formed to start setup and 
preparation in early Septem­
ber. The RHA set a provided 
budget that they could use, 
and the living community 
fundraised for the remaining 
money needed, Howe said.
There are four committees 
that have worked on decorat­
ing the Haunted Hall,creating 
costumes and advertising. To 
help with scaring, about 22 
actors have been rehearsing 
lines and scare tactics.
“Grand Valley continues to 
prove its reputation for being 
the hypest school in the mid­
west by hosting this Haunted 
Hall,” said Chris Reibs, a ju­
nior at GVSU. “It’s sick.”
The Haunted Hall was 
hosted by the Kistler-Cope- 
land Living Centers last
year and, according to*lhe 
Residents and Housing As­
sociation, had more than 200 
people attend. Howe is hop­
ing to top that this year.
“Since this is a two-day 
thing, we’re hoping that peo­
ple that will not be here dur­
ing the weekend will have 
some time to come Thursday 
night,” Howe said.
Howe is anxious to see 
the terrified reactions of 
the GVSU students, faculty 
and staff that will wander 
through the basement of the 
Murray Living Center.
The Haunted Hall is free 
to enter and will be open to 
the public Thursday and Fri­
day from 7-10 p.m.
For more information,con­
tact Kellie Howe at howek@ 
mail.gvsu.edu or the Resi­
dents and Housing Associa­
tion at rha@mail.gvsu.edu.
moherski lanthorn .com
LET S DO THE TIME WARP
Rocky Horror 
comes to G V
BY SHELBY PENDOWSKI
GVL STAFF WRITER
“The Rocky Horror Pic­
ture Show” shocked audi­
ences when it was first re­
leased in 1975, but ultimately 
became a cult classic, espe­
cially during Halloween.
Grand Valley State Uni- 
■ versity’s Grand River Room, 
inside the Kirkhof Center, 
will tum into a horrific holi­
day scene Oct. 30 as Spotlight 
Productions and The Film and 
Conversation Club host an 
annual showing of the film.
The film follows an alien 
transvestite, Dr. Frank- 
N-Furter, and his two as­
sistants, Magenta and Riff 
Raff, who are working on a 
scientific experiment when 
Brad and Janet stumble 
upon the residence of these 
aliens. The plot is full of 
twists and dramatic musi­
cal numbers that led it to 
become a holiday favorite, 
where audiences dress as 
their favorite characters and 
become part of the show.
“People should attend 
‘Rocky Horror Picture 
Show’ because it is fun 
and a great way to cel­
ebrate Halloween, along 
with Rocky Horror itself,” 
said Erika Noth, Spotlight
Productions member. “We 
are showing the movie and 
it is a participation event, 
so even if you don’t know 
what happens at each part, 
you will catch on quickly.”
Rocky Horror has adapt­
ed ways for audiences to in­
teract with the film and live 
performances, which Noth 
said students might want to 
look up at www.rockyhorr. 
com before attending GV- 
SU’s interactive showing.
“It is just one of those 
quirky films and everyone 
wants to be apart of it and 
people have decided to fol­
low it and make it a cult 
classic over the past thirty 
years,” said DeLain Boom­
er, a member of The Film 
and Conversation Club. 
“People can expect a good 
time, there’ll be a lot of 
costumes and a lot of inter­
actions with the movie.”
Meranda Figueroa, Spot­
light Productions member, 
said there’s a range of “props” 
that audience members will 
be given and told when to 
use, such as throwing them at 
each other and the film.
“The props consist of 
rice, confetti, newspaper, 
noisemakers, party hats, 
rubber gloves, toilet paper 
and cards,” she said.
But that’s not the only 
way the audience interacts.
“We are also going to 
be participating by spray­
ing the audience with water 
when the movie suggests 
it,” Figueroa said.
Don’t expect to just 
sit and watch a movie, as 
Spotlight members encour­
age dancing and singing 
along with the film.
In the past, the event has 
brought in 150-200 people, 
Noth said, which made it an 
annual Spotlight event.
Fitting with the Hallow­
een spirit, Noth said people 
should dress in costume, 
especially if they .want to 
compete in the contest.
“People are encouraged 
to dress up like their favor­
ite character from the movie 
and then there will be a cos­
tume contest,” Noth said.
She said Spotlight has 
been working hard to make 
sure the event runs smooth­
ly, but they’re still not done.
“We already had the 
Grand River Room, so we 
had to get the movie rights 
so we can show it legally,” 
Noth said. “Along with that, 
we had to go shopping for the 
props and stuffing the bags fcfr 
the audience. Then setting up 
the room for the show, which 
will take some time.”
The show begins at 9 
p.m. and is free and open 
to the public. For more id- 
formation, email tradition- 
sgv@gmail.com.
spendowski 
@ lanthorn.com
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MARKETPLACE
FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS, 
FACULTY AND STAFF some restrictions apply
FOR COMMERCIAL RATES CALL 616-331-2460
classifieds@lanthorn.com
Announcements
artistbi
Colors of Community, a fsm- 
Vy frtondly appreciation of 
arts event is looking for local 
artets to sftowcaae tneir art 
and compete In a 
judge/vteewr voted contest. 
Visit www.ifestreamweb org 
for more info.
Need Fundraising? 
Boardwalk Suds 
does fundraising! 
Receive up to 15% 
of an entire day's 
gross sales. Re­
ceive 20% of each 
$5 gift card sold. 
Call us today for 
more info! (616) 
453-7275
Roommates
Female subiea&er needed. 
January 2013. Hillcrest 
Townhomes. Rent 
$326/month plus utilities, tf 
interested, contact JIN at 
qutteskiOmai. gvsu.edu.
SuD-leaser needed at 48 
WtESTlll June 2013-July 
2014. Moving back home. 
Roommates are awesome 
and great apartment! 
PLEASE HELP!
Looking for a gin or guy to 
sublease my room m a 4 
bedroom apartment at 
American Seating Park in 
Grand Rapids beginning in 
December or January 2013. 
Rent is $406/month and afl 
utilities are included except 
for electric Contact Brooke 
at jmienbOmalLgvsu.edu if 
interested!
Looking for a sublessor for 
Copper Beech apartment. 
Four bedroom, two boys and 
one other gin. For more info 
email or call/text 
616-212-8740
I am lootang a female to take 
over my tease at 48 west 
ASAP. Rent is 446 per 
month, it is furnished, A style, 
no pets and l wm give you my 
parking pass. Four bed 
rooms and four bathrooms 
and amazing roommates. 
Also it is dose to the bus 
stop, tf you are interested 
email me at 
whitinqkQmau.gvsu edu
Sub-leaser needed at 48 
WESTlll June 2013-July 
2014. Moving back home. 
Roommates are awesome 
and great apartment! If Inter­
ested. please contact Kaylyn 
at ojrdkayCmail.gvsu.edu
Services
Need Fundraising? Board­
walk Subs does fundraising! 
Receive up to 16% of an en­
tire day's gross sales. Re­
ceive 20% of each $6 gift 
card sold. Call us today for 
more info! (616) 463-7276
Employment
Business to business sales 
jobs and internships. Major 
electrical distributor looking 
to fill Inside 
nresaiesgrOgmaJ l com-com- 
petitve salary and benefits 
package
For Sale
Come out to Fruit Ridge Hay- 
rides. only 30 minutes from 
campus! Two com mazes for 
the price of one. U-Plck 
Pumpkins. Hayrides Fresh 
Apple Cider & Donuts! 11966 
Fruit Ridge Ave., Kent City. 
Ml 49330.
frultrtdgehayrtdes.com
For sane: a 2001 Cadillac 
DT8. Cadillac has a v8 
Norths tar engine, leather in­
terior and runs wee Asking 
price 86,600. Call 
<616)331-1333.
Housing
&*039;m currently in a one 
bedroom apartment In 48 
west above the village cen­
ter I win be studying abroad 
second semester so I win 
need someone to sublease 
from December to Jtey 2013 
Rent is 1760/month l wW pay 
for Decembers rent and you 
can move m any time after 
Dec. 17th. Please let me 
know if you are interested 
and I can give you more in­
formation and we can work 
on a date tf you would like to 
see It. It Is a very nice apart­
ment and furnished.
Thanks
Room to rent. Two guys 
looking for male or female to 
move into empty room. Fur­
nished with bed. desk, draw­
ers and chair.Rent is $326. 
$22/month, Wa char /Drawer 
For more info contact stur- 
geodOmail.gvsu.edu or 
616-337-1344
Looking for a girl or guy to 
sublease my room in a 4 
bedroom apartment at 
American 3eating Park in 
Grand RapkJs beginning in 
December or January 2013. 
Rent is $406/month and an 
utilities are included except 
for electric. Contact Brooke 
at julienbOmaH.gvsu.edu If 
interested!
YOURS FOR
SUBMIT TO
dassifieds@tanthorn.com
VISIT
lantom.conVciassifiecj 
& read marketplace B5
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CALIFORNIAN
MAGIC MAZE • FRUITS AND
NUTS
APMJ HECZXUSQNL J
A G E C Z(P 1 S T A C H 1 Q)X 
VOTVTRPNUL J HECG 
OAGUYWVTNR PNL RK 
C I GNNECBLDZXAWP 
AUSRATPOEWNPMTA 
DLJ I CMSCZGEOEUP 
OL I VEGNEAS DHMNA 
BAYXPI EEHCYLSLY 
WUTSUFQTOC I R P A A 
PONQLKJ HGFDCBWC
Find the listed words in the diagram They run in all directions - 
forward, backward, up. down and diagonally.
Almond
Apricot
Cashew
Chestnut
Fig
Grapes
Hazelnut
Lychee
Mango
Olive
Papaya
Pecan
Pistachio
Quince
Walnut
@ 2012 King Features Synd , Inc All rights reserved
SUDOKU
by Linda Thistle
9 5 1
1 2 7
5 8 6 4
6 4 9
2 9 1 4
4 6 7
8 7 6
9 8 3
3 5 2
Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way 
that each row across, each column down and 
each small 9-box square contains all of the 
numbers from one to nine.
DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: * * *
★ Moderate ★ ★ Challenging 
★ ★ ★ HOO BOY!
O 2012 King Features Synd.. Inc.
syTerry Stickels
One of the words below is the odd one 
out, based on a straightforward reason 
that has nothing to do with parts of 
speech or meanings.
Knight Wholesomeness Halfback 
Planeload Furnishings
©2012 King Features Syndicate
$
1
r CryptoQuip
This is a simple substitution cipher in which each letter used stands 
for another. If you think that X equals O, it will equal O throughout 
the puzzle. Solution is accomplished by trial and error.
Clue: N equals O
PG P TNNC XEVABX MESD JNL 
JLEGAQ YPKFDYPKEVEPSG, E 
UNBMC GBTTDGK 
"UFPK'G QNBL GESD?"
© 2012 King Features Synd., Inc.
SCRAMBLERS
Unscramble the letters within each rectangle to form four ordinary words. Then 
rearrange the boxed letters to form the mystery word, which will complete the gag!
Faint
GLITHS
Align
DORRE
Flare
COBANE
Path
LITAR
"You've caught me at 
a bad time, Baxter, my
is working!"
TODAY'S WORD
4
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